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I think TAM would do well to take a cue from the external review of Caltrans now being
conducted by the State Transportation Agency. One of the major findings of the report
(well-worth reading) is that Caltrans is out of step with the State's policy goals of
reducing GHGs and VMT, and that it needs a new vision, mission and goals.
Along these lines, I suggest you consider shifting TAM's goals away from the programmatic level to focus on the strategic level. Supervisor Sears wrote a Marin Voice
(attached) that suggested that the sources of the traffic problems that plague Marin are:
•

Inadequate local circulation

•

Too much in-commuting

I think it would be valuable for the Board to have a workshop session to consider that
analysis and its policy implication: realign TAM's resources to address these problems
specifically. e.g., TAM's largest capital project (the Marin-Sonoma Narrows project) will
increase in-commuting enough to actually worsen traffic LOS. Does that investment
make sense from a strategic perspective?
A newly strategic TAM would have:
•

A focus on operating the existing system, rather than building new infrastructure.

•

Real-time monitoring capabilities (perhaps in collaboration with Caltrans and
MTC) to know what is happening on its network.

•

A real-time web presence, so that county residents know that someone is aware
of the traffic problems they are experiencing.

•

A visible presence in smartphone-based commute programs, including both the
long-distance Carma program, and shorter distance taxi-like programs.

•

High-tech tools to know where traffic is heading, making it possible for TAM to
provide alternate modes of travel: vanpools, bike lanes, new transit routes.

•

HOV lane operational hours that guarantee preferred treatment to carpools
whenever 101 is typically congested.

•

A slogan: "Tangible Results, Soon"

I've posted a variety of relevant proposals here: http://transdef.org/Marin/Marin.html

